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Powerful Natural Cleaning
Eliminates all known bacteria and viruses including Coronavirus.
Safe for people, pets & the environment
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Green, Natural and Powerful

Naturama is a hospital grade cleaning agent made entirely from natural plant 
extracts and minerals. This environmentally friendly yet powerful product kills at 
least 99.99% of all known bacteria and viruses. But unlike heavy-duty cleaning 
chemicals, Naturama does not contain toxic or corrosive ingredients being free 
from bleach and alcohol.

Naturama has been tested to the highest standards, including BS EN 14476 to 
ensure our products keep you safe, but with the knowledge, you are using a 
natural product that has no harmful side effects or environmental issues.
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100% Natural

After extensive and rigorous testing, Naturama has emerged as the leading natural cleaning 
product that kills 99.99% of all known viruses and bacteria, including Coronavirus.

This hospital grade cleaning agent will breakdown and neutralise bacteria on any surface. This 
makes it an ideal product for a wide range of applications, including household, commercial and 
industrial.

Just as important as its immense cleaning capabilities, Naturama is 100% natural with no negative 
impact on the environment or the user’s health. Other cleaning products rely on harmful and toxic 
ingredients, whereas, Naturama is made entirely from natural plant extracts and minerals.
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Domestic

If you are worried what impact harsh and toxic 
cleaning chemicals could have on your family’s 
health and the environment, Naturama is the 
ideal product for you. Our products are ideal 
for home use, made from 100% natural plant 
extracts, they are safe for all the family. These 
powerful natural cleaning products also kill 
99.99% of all viruses and bacteria. Giving you 
peace of mind you are controlling the spread 
of any virus in your home.

Commercial

Naturama is ideal for commercial premises, 
including shops, offices, restaurants, bars, 
gyms or any other area that has a high volume 
of people passing through, creating high-
contact areas like door handles or equipment. 
Not only does Naturama kill 99.99% of viruses 
and bacteria, our commercial application can 
be easily applied to high contact areas using 
our misting technology. Helping keep your 
staff and customers safe.

Industrial

Do you have large industrial working areas, 
using shared equipment or tools? Naturama 
is the only natural cleaner to be proven to 
kill 99.99% of all viruses and bacteria. As 
Naturama is made from 100% natural plant 
extracts, it reduces the need for users to wear 
excessive PPE. Naturama can be supplied in 
commercial volumes for large areas and with 
multiple industrial applications, it is the ideal 
choice for any large business.



The testing process

Naturama is a specially developed and fully tested Coronavirus and Broad-
Spectrum hospital grade cleaning agent that has undergone extensive 
laboratory testing to ensure it meets hospital grade cleaning standards. There 
seems to be a lot of misunderstanding as well as many false claims about 
products meeting various Test Standards therefore we wish to explain the way 
to understand what is being claimed.

BS EN 14476 & BS EN 1276 are the main British Standards laboratory tests 
governing disinfectants. The third is BS EN 13697.

These tests are specific to an exceptionally wide range of bacteria and viruses 
in tightly controlled laboratory conditions set out in published British and 
European Standards.

Each test places that specific threat onto a plastic Petri dish which is then allowed 
to multiply over a set period of time. When cultured, the threat is then dosed 
with various dilutions of the product under test as well as a control substance.

The number of bacteria or viruses are counted, and a logarithmic result is 
calculated called the LOG Factor where Log 4 at 99.99% is the minimum kill or 
neutralisation level for a successful BS EN test.

Log 4

If the test Petri Disc had 1 million bacteria or viruses LOG 4, is the laboratory BS 
EN ‘pass’ rate as an effective disinfectant. LOG 4 is a 99.99% kill rate where 1 
million are reduced to 100 which is a dramatic reduction.

Our Naturama has achieved LOG 4 on a proper ‘dirty’ test which 
means it was ultimately challenged in real life conditions.
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Why does BS EN testing have both ‘clean’ and ‘dirty’ tests?

The answer is quite simple. Manufacturers should clearly state their test results and Certifications as there 
are two types of cleaning agents and disinfectants on the market. The Top Tier is Hospital Grade which 
require ‘dirty’ testing to prove they work under the most demanding conditions. These tests are very 
expensive and often this is reflected in the price you pay for that top tier product.

On less demanding and general use disinfection and cleaning, especially to maintain hygiene and keep 
areas safe, a general and far cheaper disinfectant or hospital grade cleaning agent is recommended, and 
this is the area where most disinfectant products are effective as LOG 4 clean tested ingredients, whereas, 
Naturama is made entirely from natural plant extracts and minerals but equally as effective.

Naturama is a real Top Tier Hospital Grade broad spectrum cleaning agent and when used after a serious 
incident our rigorous testing using an ATP reader produces results as low as zero for viruses and bacteria 
present.

The after-event suppression of any threat is essential and that is why adopting Naturama is so important 
as you know that from then onwards you are maintaining the highest possible levels of hospital grade 
cleaning throughout your organisation.

Naturama can be provided in bulk enabling users to decant into smaller containers, sprayers and person-
use bottles saving considerable money. We also offer a range of trigger and other sprayers as well as 
renting-out large area devices such as electrostatic nebulisers for public transport use, large concourses, 
hotels, airports, bars, cinemas, cruise ships etc.
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Staff Training and Advice

There is no odour as Naturama is an odour and smell dispersal medium which 
makes application safe and easy to achieve without the need to wear excessive 
PPE. Staff applying and maintaining an area, the public and those who have to 
use areas treated, are not inconvenienced or adversely affected. There are no 
harsh chemicals or alcohols used within the product. 

We will assist you meeting your staff Duty of Care obligations by providing 
product and use training advice as well as public information packages as our 
Vegan, Halal and Kosher claims added to our organic and natural contents are a 
significant factor in public and user acceptance, especially in the food industry, 
agriculture and hospitality.

There have never before been a natural product that can claim total efficacy 
against ultimate threats as severe as coronavirus. This is why we aim to educate 
and advise on the huge advantages of adopting Naturama.

Under the Naturama ‘label’ we will be producing a wide range of industrial, 
trade and agricultural cleaners and associated products all blended here in 
the United Kingdom. We maintain a strict Quality Assurance programme and 
welcome any enquiries about use and training.

Successful hospital grade cleaning relies upon staff training, proven and effective 
cleaning techniques and correct product application which also involves using 
the right equipment, all of which we can provide. Please speak to us to discuss 
your requirements.
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